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ABSTRACT
Wikipedia is an important institution and part of the new media
landscape having evolved from the collaborative efforts of
millions of distributed users. This poster will present ongoing
research that examines how the issues that have been highlighted
by conflict within the community have shaped the evolution of
Wikipedia from an open wiki experiment to a global knowledge
producer. Bringing together the concepts of interpretive flexibility
and generative friction with existing theories on the evolution of
institutions, the research aims to present possible futures for
Wikipedia as part of not only the larger Wikimedia movement,
but of an open and accessible web.

history, along with an analysis of current issues that are relevant
to the community using the following framework.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

K.2 [History of Computing]: Theory. K.4.3 [Computers and
society]: Organizational Impacts – Computer-supported
collaborative work.

In order to address the issues surrounding Wikipedia’s
sustainability I will bring together the concepts of interpretive
flexibility [3], generative friction [4], and theories from
institutional economics to explore the history of Wikipedia. In
combining these approaches, I hope to give an account of how
change occurs when an open community develops in an online
space. I will examine how Wikipedia has evolved, how moments
of controversy have shaped the encyclopedia, and how this change
is a combination of social agency and technology. Indeed, the
internet and its platforms (while innovative) aren’t revolutionary
at all, they are the result of social choices over time, that at any
point could have been used or defined differently resulting in
different products and practices to what we know today.

General Terms

2.1 Interpretive flexibility

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Economics, Human Factors, Theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This research brings together existing scholarship on Wikipedia as
a successful open community together with more critical accounts
of diversity in open communities. Using controversy as a heuristic
device, the research examines how issues that have been
highlighted by conflict within the community have shaped the
evolution of Wikipedia.
A significant and important case study, Wikipedia is the only nonprofit among the top sites on the internet, and has kept its business
model that embodies Enlightenment ideals the early web “hacker”
ideals of freedom, openness and access to information and
resources – yet it is currently struggling with diversity [1] and
participation [2] in an increasingly commercial digital media
environment among the likes of Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
The poster will present preliminary findings from a historical
discourse analysis of identified controversies in Wikipedia’s
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Taking into account that “the ‘successful’ stages in the
development are not the only possible ones” [3], interpretive
flexibility suggests that there is a period at the beginning of a
technology’s existence where meaning is still being negotiated
and it is open to multiple interpretations by relevant stakeholders
[5]. In science, this flexibility “soon disappears” as consensus
emerges [3]. What this period is, and how soon it ends in relation
to digital technologies is still relatively unknown due to the lack
of research on the interpretive flexibility of online platforms.
Additionally, the role of technology in the social construction of
an artefact has often been sidelined, and this research is important
as it will recognize not only the shaping effects of the various
technologies that are actors in Wikipedia, but also the role of its
non-profit business model, which “few researchers recognize …
as a relevant non-human actor in the process of social
construction” [5].
I will therefore be looking at how Wikipedia emerged from the
interests of its user groups at particular stages of its development.
Using moments of controversy as a heuristic device, I will look at
how these conflicts highlight the value and meaning assigned to
Wikipedia by different social groups. As [3] state, “Controversies
offer a methodological advantage in the comparative ease with
which they reveal… interpretative flexibility.” For controversies
are not isolated units, but “parts of wider, evolving structures
[and] they are essential to the progress of scientific knowledge
and philosophical understanding” [6]. Controversies also help in
tracing historical events and recognizing when new meanings are
generated by the discussion around controversial issues [7].

2.2 Institutionalism
If the reasons behind concerns about participation in Wikipedia
are to be understood, we also need to understand the process of
change, and how exactly the rules that have been formed by the
community are creating barriers to entry for new users. For it is
not the case that the open hacker ethos that created Wikipedia
precludes it from being subject to processes of institutionalism – it
is not an either/or scenario. There are other factors to be
considered that will influence what is happening in Wikipedia and
how this period in its development is managed.
Wikipedia has been chosen as a case study precisely because it is
open. It held all the ideals of an open, accessible democratic,
egalitarian web. Through a historical account and analysis we can
see how these claims have played out. And as [8] note, “Power
and interests have been slighted topics in institutional analysis.”
Institutionalism, where rules and norms structure political,
economic and social interaction [9], provides an additional lens
through which to examine this process of change, and how the
struggle to achieve closure and stability in meaning has occurred.

2.3 Generative friction
In Wikipedia, conflict and the friction created when multiple
viewpoints come together has created a variety of rules and norms
for the community. These rules regulate the editorial process to
produce high quality content [10], and this research therefore
frames conflict as a generative friction, where diversity results in
increased innovation as differing views overlap. This in turn
prompts better coordinating mechanisms and therefore
“dissonance contributes to organizational learning and economic
evolution” [4]. Where and in what context dissonance stops being
productive and actually starts to hinder the progress of Wikipedia
is future research for this project.

3. HISTORIOGRAPHY

By examining the issues of participation, regulation and
sustainability in relation to controversies in Wikipedia, this
research will examine how inclusion and diversity play out in a
mainstream open community and a new media institution.
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